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kali 2015-10-02 VERSION2 SYNOPSIS Disclaimer: This Utility is for File-Explorer type of users. 1. Logs the executed code from executable/file or in any other way. 2. Allows easy comparison of code with other. 3. Warns the
user in case any code was. 4. Provides some advanced/advanced feature requests. 5. Gives the real-time output of the execution of code. 6. Generates report with detailed performance analysis on basic. 7. Allows
creation of report files with adequate quality, speed, and more. 8. Can be integrated with your favourite IDE or editor. 7. Contains GPL License. 9. Usage is easy-to-understand ( Features: 9.1 Logs the executed code from
executable/file or in any other way. 9.2 Allows easy comparison of code with other. 9.3 Warns the user in case any code was. 9.4 Provides some advanced/advanced feature requests. 9.5 Gives the real-time output of the
execution of code. 9.6 Generates report with detailed performance analysis on basic. 9.7 Allows creation of report files with adequate quality, speed, and more. 9.8 Can be integrated with your favourite IDE or editor. 9.9
Allows editing and creation of report files in HTML. 9.10 Allows creation of reports in PDF format. 9.11 Allows merging of report files with other report files. 9.12 Can be integrated with your favourite application. 9.13 Can
be managed via the GUI with nicely designed UI. 9.14 Contains Java applications. 9.15 Contains C applications. 9.16 Reports the execution time in seconds. 9.17 Supports three types of columns. 9.18 Supports
customization of data attributes. 9.19 Allows printing of the log file. 9.20 Allows saving the log file (with minimum of space). 9.21 Allows saving output with compression. 9.22 Generates a report file including its HTML and
XML. 9.23 Generates a report file including its PDf and CSV. 9.24 Allows exporting the log file in other formats. 9.25 Shows real-time information about the run. 9
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